Preliminaries. We shall invariably use the word semigroup to mean topological semigroup. And isomorphism always refers to a function which is not only an algebraic isomorphism but a homeomorphism as well. We write S ^ S' to signify that semigroups S and S' are isomorphic. A homomorphism h is only required to satisfy the identity h(xy) = h(x) h(y).
Our interest is mainly in semigroups whose underlying space is a (closed) half-plane. Whenever S is such a semigroup, the following additional assumptions are tacit : S contains an identity and the set of elements having an inverse occupies the open half-plane. This latter set of elements forms the maximal subgroup of S and is referred to generically as G. The corresponding term for the complement of G (which is the maximal proper ideal of S) is L. Thus whenever we refer to a semigroup on a half-plane, we assume that G is topologically a plane, L is the boundary of G and is topologically a line. We say that G and L determine G U L provided the following is true: if G' UL' is a semigroup on a half-plane such that G 3 G' and L £ L' then GuL^G'UL'.
It should probably be recalled here that a (topological) group, whose underlying space is a plane, is either isomorphic to the two dimensional vector group or to the (noncommutative) group of affine transformations of the line. The usual realization of the latter is the group on the open half-plane whose product is given by (a,b)(x,y) = (ax,ay + b), a,x > 0.
A two sided zero for S is an element z e S such that zx = xz = z for x e S.
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We frequently refer to such z simply as a zero. A zero is unique when it exists; when it is known in advance to exist it is usually denoted by 0. A right zero is an element z satisfying xz = z for all xeS. Of course, all results about right zeros have obvious duals corresponding to the dual notion of left zero. It seems unnecessary to list these or to mention this fact again.
An element x is a nilpotent element if x is not a (two-sided) zero but x* is. In particular, a semigroup which has no zero element can have no nilpotent elements.
As usual, if A,B are subsets of a semigroup then ^4B consists of all products ab with a e A, beB. The closure of A is denoted A~.
We shall frequently make use of the following properties of the noncommutative group on the plane. There is no harm in temporarily letting G denote this group. Presumably these properties have been known a long time and in any case are easy to verify by examining the usual realization of G. In this realization, the one-parameter subgroups of G take one of the following forms:
The properties mentioned above are these: G has exactly one normal oneparameter subgroup <2; every pair of non-normal one-parameter subgroups is a conjugate pair. The normal subgroup Q is the only one-parameter subgroup of G such that P a one-parameter subgroup of G different from Q implies PQ = QP = = G1. Of course(2), for every xeG, the map y->xyx _1 is an automorphism of G; we shall refer to it as the automorphism induced by x.
An isomorphism T between two commutative groups on a plane can be constructed simply by choosing pairs of one-parameter subgroups P,Q and P',Q' in each, selecting isomorphisms f:P->P'; h:Q-*Q' and defining Tipq) =fip)hiq).
This procedure must be modified in constructing isomorphisms between two noncommutative groups on the plane: let Q, Q' denote the normal one-parameter subgroups of each. One is still free to choose any isomorphism h:Q,->Q' and one is still free to select one-parameter subgroups P, P' in each with P ¥= Q and P' # Q'. However, no further choices can be made. For each peP induces (by restriction to Q of the automorphism induced by p) an automorphism of Q.
(2) Evidently the argument in [5; 3.3, p. 384] is incomplete when G is not commutative. However, as soon as it is shown that either Gr (x) or G, (x) contains the normal one-parameter subgroup of G or that G' contains a zero that argument is justified. Let Q be the normal oneparameter subgroup of G and let g" -> = x. Then for each qe Q, there is some r e Q so that either g~¡,qgn-*-r or g"qg~"-**■ r, and r is either constantly 1 or depends isomorphically on q. In the first case, qx = lim q g" = lim g" g" -1 q gn = xr. Hence either Qx = x, xQ = x or Qx = xQ. Therefore, either Q is contained in Gr (x) or G, (x) or Qx = xQ and G = Gr (x) Q = QGr (x). In the final case, xGx = x^G so xGx = x2 since Gr (x) G, (x)= G. Thus G has a zero.
On the other hand, every automorphism of Q is induced in this way by exactly one element of P.
Hence for each peP there is a unique element/(p)eP' such that
It is easy to show that f:P-*P' is an isomorphism. Now define T(pq) = f(p)h(q). Then T is a desired isomorphism. The only property of T about which there is any doubt is whether T is a homorphism. Let x = pq, y = rs with p,reP, q,seQ. Then xy = pqrs = prr ~1qrs, so
Hence T is an isomorphism.
Since T|P=/and T\Q = h, the requirement T(pq) =f(p)h(q) is necessary so that not only is this procedure sufficient for constructing an isomorphism but determines all possible isomorphisms between two noncommutative groups on a plane. It follows from this, incidentally, that all of the automorphisms of such a group are inner automorphisms.
Finally we shall need the result that no automorphism of G reverses the orientation of Q.
The theorems. In this section we prove that if G U L is a semigroup on a half-plane without nilpotent elements then G and L determine GuL (Theorem 3). The proof is obtained by considering the various possibilities for L. According to [4] and [5] these are (1) L has a zero 0 but x # 0 implies x2 # 0;(2) L is a group; (3) for every zeL, Gz = z and zG = L. The theorem has already been proved for the first case in [3] . The proofs for the other two cases have some common features but only after preliminary results for the remaining two cases are obtained separately. This is done in Theorems 1 and 2. The results of these theorems are then pieced together to prove that if G u L has no nilpotent elements and L is either a group or satisfies (3) above then G and L determine G U L.
Lemma. 1. If P and Q are distinct one-parameter subgroups of G and z is in the boundary of both P and Q then z is a zero for G U L.
Proof. While it is not generally true that PQ = G, nevertheless PQ generates G. Thus, since z is a zero for P and Q, z is a zero for G and hence for G U L (since GuL=G~). Theorem 1. Suppose L is a group. Let e be the identity ofL. Then G contains two one-parameter subgroups P, Q so that: (1) P~ =P u{e}, (2) P is normal, (3) Q-n L = 0 (i.e. Q is closed in G U L), and (4) eQ = L.
Proof. Let H and K denote the left and right isotropy groups of e respectively; e.g. H = {geG: ge -e}. As shown in [5, 3 .3], the dimension of H is 1 so H contains a one-parameter subgroup P. Now choose a one-parameter subgroup Q ¥= P. The choice can be made so that one of P and Q is normal so G = PQ = QP. Therefore there exists a sequence p"eP, q"eQ so that q"p"-*e. Hence q"p"e -* e so q"e -» e since p"e = e. Now L = Ge = QPe = Qe so the map q -* qe is a homeomorphism from O to L. Since g"e -* e it follows that #" -► 1.
Hence l¡q"-* 1 so l/^r" (q"p")-+e. That is /?" -> c so eeP~. According to [2], P~ = Pu{e}.
If G is commutative then of course P is normal. If G is not commutative then, as we have observed, G contains just one normal one-parameter subgroup and all other pairs are conjugate. Thus if P is not normal we can find a second one P' and g e G so that P' = gPg~\ Therefore geg -1e(P')~-Since L has only one idempotent and geg'1 is an idempotent, geg~l = e. Thus ee(P')-.
But by the preceding lemma, this implies e is a zero for G~ which is absurd. Therefore when G is not commutative P is f/ie normal one-parameter subgroup of G. In any case, G contains a normal one-parameter subgroup P such that P" = PU {e}.
According to what we have just seen, P is the only one-parameter subgroup of G with eeP~. Now if P' is any one-parameter subgroup of G, any point of (P')~ n L is an idempotent. Thus P is the only one-parameter subgroup of G which is not closed in G u L. Hence for Q we may take any one-parameter subgroup different from P. Furthermore we have already seen that for such Q, eQ -L so the proof of the theorem is complete.
Certain automorphisms a of a one-parameter subgroup Q satisfy the following condition: ot(q) is between 1 and q for some (and therefore for all) qeQ. We shall call such an automorphism shrinking.
Theorem 2. Suppose zeL implies Gz -zand zG = L. Then for each z eL, G contains two one-parameter subgroups P, Q such that (1) P~=Pu{z}, (2) Q is the normal one-parameter subgroup of G, (3) Q is the only closed oneparameter subgroup of GuL (in particular Q~ (~\L = 0), (4) zQ = L and (5) if peP then p is between z and 1 if and only if the automorphism induced by p~l is shrinking.
Proof. Let z e L be fixed. Then z is a right zero for G~ so by [2], G contains a one-parameter subgroup P such that P" =PU {z}. In fact, since L contains no zero, there is only one such subgroup. We will denote it by P(z).
Temporarily ignore z and let y,w be any pair of distinct elements in L. Then y$wP(y), for if so then y = wp for some peP(y). Therefore y(\¡p) = w. But y is a zero for P(y) so y = w which is a contradiction. It follows in particular that wP(y) # L.
We need even more. Since wy = y, both w and y belong to (wP(y))~ so wP(y) is not a point. Therefore wP(y) is (topologically) a line in L with one end point at y. Suppose wP(y) had another end point v. Then there is a sequence x" e P(y) 13 such that wx" -* v. Now x" can have no accumulation point p in P(y). For if so, we may as well assume x" -* p. Thus l/xB -» 1/p and (wxj l/x" -» v 1/p so wp = v and v e wP(y) which is a contradiction. If x" has no accumulation points in P(y) then either x"->y or l/x"->y. The first possibility implies wy =v. But wy = y so this is impossible. If l/x" -> y, w =vy which is also absurd. Therefore, for y ^ w, wP(y) is an open unbounded ray eminating from y (and containing w of course).
Under the present circumstances, G is obviously not commutative. Thus let Q be the normal one-parameter subgroup of G. Evidently Q is closed in G U L. For otherwise there is an element weQ~ c\L so Q = P(w). Thus with y ^ w, P(y) #Q so G = P(y) g and yG = yP(y)Q = yQ = yP(w). However, yG = L while yP(w) # L. Hence ß is closed in G U L.
Conversely, suppose R is a non-normal one-parameter subgroup of G. Then for some geG, R = gP(z)g~l. Hence gzg~x eR~ so R is not closed in G UL. Thus the normal one-parameter subgroup ß of G is also the only closed oneparameter subgroup of GUL.
We have already seen that (4) holds. To prove (5) (with P = P(z)), let peP and suppose first that p is between z and 1. Then p"-+ z. Therefore, for each q e Q, zqp" -» z. Since the map q-+zq is a homeomorphism and since z#p" = zP"qp"> P"qp"-+ 1 f°r each a eQ-As we have mentioned, no member of G induces an orientation reversing automorphism of Q. Hence for some n, p~"qp" is between q and 1. For this n, the automorphism induced by p~" is shrinking and, hence, so is the automorphism induced by p~l.
Conversely, let p e P and suppose that the automorphism induced by p_1 is shrinking. Hence for fixed ?^1 and all n, p~"qp" is bounded between 1 and q. Therefore the set zp~"qp" = zqp", n a positive integer, is a bounded subset of L contained in zqP. According to the result in the third paragraph of this proof, the component of P -{1} which is unbounded in GuL is sent, by the map p -» zqp, onto the component of zqP -{zq} which is unbounded in L. Therefore p" belongs to the bounded component of P -{1}. That is, p is between z and 1 and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Suppose GuL and G' U L' are semigroups on a half-plane each of which satisfies the hypothesis of the previous theorem. For zeL, let P,Q be one-parameter subgroups satisfying the conclusions of that theorem. Let z', P', Q' be corresponding objects in G'uL'.
Let h:Q-+Q' be an isomorphism. According to results in the section on preliminaries, if/ : P -> P' is determined by the equation h(pqp-1)=f(p)h(q)f(p)-1 for all qeQ and T(pq) =f(p)h(q) then T.G^G' is an isomorphism. It follows from Theorem 2 that if we define f(z) = z' then f:P~ ->(P')~ is an isomorphism. The only property of/which is questionable is its continuity at z. But by part (5) of Theorem 2, if p is in the bounded component of P -{1} then p~l induces a shrinking automorphism of Q. Hence q' -* h(ph~1(q')p~1) is a shrinking automorphism of Q'. But this is the same as the mapping q' ->f(p)q'f(p)~l.
Hence/(p) is in the bounded component of P' -{1}. The continuity of / at z follows immediately. This leaves us just one step away from proving that G and L determine G U L in this case.
Lemma 2. Suppose L contains an element z and G contains two one-parameter subgroups such that P~ = P U {z}, Q~ C\L = 0 and zQ = L. If xn = p"q" with pneP~, q"eQ then xn-> z if and only if p" -> z and q"-» 1.
Proof. If p"-> z and qn -* 1 then obviously x" -» z. Since L is a line and zQ = L, the map q -* zq is a homeomorphism from Q to L. Hence if g" -m-1 then z<5fB+*z. Since zpn = z, zqa = zpnqn so zpnqn++z. Finally, suppose p"++z.
There is either a subsequence of p" which converges to some peP or 1//>"-► z. In either case p"q"+*z. For suppose so. In the first case, we may as well suppose pn-*p. Then \\p" (j>"q")-*llpz so qn-*z. This is a contradiction since Q n L= 0-If l/p" -* z and p"g" -*• z the same contradiction results. Thus if pnq" -* 1 then p"->-z and g"->-L Theorem 3. Suppose GuL is a semigroup on a half-plane. If L contains no nilpotent element then G and L determine GuL.
Proof. As we have already mentioned, the only cases for which the theorem remains to be proved are these: (1) L is a group or (2) zeL implies Gz = z and zG=L.
Let G' uL' be a second semigroup on a half-plane with G ^G' and L s L'. Whether L satisfies (1) or (2), there is, by Theorems 1 and 2, an element zeL and two one-parameter subgroups P, Q in G such that P~ = P U {z}, ß~ n L= 0 and zQ = L. There is an element z' eL' and one-parameter subgroups P', Q' in G' having corresponding properties in G' U L'. In case L is a group then P is normal so, as we have seen, every isomorphism / : P -*P' has an extension to an isomorphism from G to G'. We choose one which can be extended to an isomorphism from P~ to (P')~ . In case L satisfies (2), Q is normal and by theremarks preceding Lemma 2, there exists an isomorphism / :P~ -» (P')~ and h:g->g'
so that if T(pq) = f(p) h(q) then T:G->G' is an isomorphism.
Hence, whether L satisfies (1) or (2) there is an isomorphism T:G->G' so that T|P has an extension to an isomorphism from P~ to (P')~.
Extend T to G UL by defining T(zq) = z'T(q). It is obvious that T is one-
to-one on all of G U L. To show that T is a homomorphism we treat the two cases separately. Suppose first that L is a group. Then z is the identity of L and its only idempotent. Therefore since qzq~x is an idempotent in L, qzq'1 =z for all qeQ. Now let x,y e G~. Suppose first that x = zq, qeQ, and y = pq' with peP~, q'eQ. Then xy = zqpq' = qzpq' = qzq' since z is a zero for P. Thus T(xy) = z'Tiqq') = z'T(q) T(q'). Similarly, since z is a zero for P, T(x) T(y) =
= z'T(q)T(q') so T(xy) = T(x)T(y). It is just as easy to show that T(yx) = T(y)T(x)
. Since these are the only cases not already covered by the fact that Tis a homomorphism on G, T(xy) = T(x) T(y) for x,y e G U L. Now suppose L satisfies (2) and let x = zq, y = pq' with peP, q, q' e Q. We have qpq'=p'q" for some p'eP, q"eQ, so xy = zqpq' = zp'q" = zq". Thus T(xy) = z'T(q"). Moreover, T is a homomorphism on G, so T(qpq') = T(p') T(q") and hence T(x)T(y) = z'T(q)T(p) T(q') = z'T(qpq') = z'T(p'q") = zT(p') T(q") = z'T(q"). Therefore T(xy) = T(x) T(y). On the other hand T(yx) = T(pq'zq) = T(zq') since z is a right zero for L. Thus T(yx) = z'T(q) = T(p)T(q')z'T(q) since z' is a right zero for L', so T(yx) = T(y) T(x).
If x,y e L it follows similarly that T(xy) = T(x) T(y). Hence T:GuL->G'UL'
is also a homomorphism in this case. It follows that whether L satisfies (1) or (2), T is a one-to-one homomorphism from GuL onto G'UL'. The continuity of T and T_1come essentially from Lemma 2. First suppose x"->z. Then xn = pnq" with pneP~, q"eQ. By that lemma, p" -> z and <?" -> 1. Since T is continuous on P ~, T(p") -♦ T(z). Hence T(x")->z' and Tis continuous at z. The continuity of Tat other points of L follows from the continuity of T at z together with the facts that L = zQ, T is homomorphism and that both G U L and G' U L' are topological semigroups. All of these arguments are equally applicable to T~l. Therefore T:GUL -> G' UL' is an isomorphism.
The counter-examples. In this section we show that if G U L is a semigroup on a half-plane which contains a nilpotent element then G and L do not determine G UL. It would be nice to have a technique for taking this hypothesis and intrinsically constructing two ways of putting G and L together. So far we have not found such a technique. What we do instead is to enumerate the various possibilities for G and L under these conditions. An example of each possibility is given in [5] . In each case we modify this example and show that the modification is not isomorphic to the original. Actually, in one case we exhibit an uncountable number of distinct examples and have no doubt that a little extra effort would yield as many examples of the other cases.
If G U L contains a nilpotent element then L contains a zero 0 and an element x # 0 such that x2 = 0. Let A and B denote the components of L -{0}. According to [4] and [5] there are then only the following three possibilities for G and L: (1) A2 = {0}, B is a group and G is commutative: (2) L2 = {0} and G is commutative; (3) L2 = {0} and G is not commutative. We shall say that G UL is of type 1, 2 or 3 according as G and L satisfy (1), (2) or (3).
The example II.c of [5] is an example of type 1. This example was defined in terms of the function qb(x) = 1 + log2x as follows:
(a,b)(x,y) = (ax,by (p(ax)l (f)(a)d>(x)) if a,x>0 , origin is a zero, (1,1) is the identity, etc. All that is required in order that the above definition of product lead to a topological semigroup is that 0 be a function such that if f(a,x) =<b(ax)l<b(a)<p(x) then/satisfies (i)/(a,x) is bounded for a,x > 0; (ii) lim/(a,x)=0 as a,x -* 0; (iii) lim f(a,x) exists and is positive as a -» 0 and x -* x0 > 0. Any such semigroup will be of type 1.
For given <b, denote the group that results on the open first quadrant by Gâ nd denote the corresponding semigroup on the closed quadrant by G¿. In place of 1 + log2* one can take d>(x) = 1 + | logx \k for any k > 0; (unfortunately for our purposes all of these semigroups turn out to be isomorphic). We shall take <K*) = l + |logx| By considering various cases and using the fact that cot ax <cota if a,x < 1, it is not difficult to show that the function fia,x) =\j/(ax)l\J/ia)\j/ix) has properties (i)-(iii) above.
We shall show that G^and G^ are not isomorphic by obtaining a description of an arbitrary isomorphism S-.G^-tG^, and showing that no such S can be extended to be continuous and one-to-one on G¿.
First observe that the map T(x,y) = (x,(xy)/</>(x)) is an isomorphism from G¿ onto the group G on the first quadrant whose multiplication is ordinary coordinate-wise multiplication. Similarly, if U(x,y)=(x,(xy)li¡/(x)) then U:G^,-*G is an isomorphism. Hence, if S:G^-+G^ is an isomorphism then S* = UST-1 is an automorphism of G. Furthermore, if there is to be any hope of extending S to be an isomorphism on G¿, it is necessary that S(Q) = Q, where Q is the set {(l,y):y is real }. For Q forms the only one-parameter subgroup of both G¿ and G^ which has a nonzero idempotent in its boundary. This means that S*(ß) = Q also. There is the further requirement that S* map the subgroup of G on {(x,x) : x > 0} onto a subgroup of the form {(x,x') : x > 0} for some t. Thus there are numbers s jt 0, i, m such that S*(x, y) = (xs,xs')(L (y/*)") = ixs,y"xv) where v = st -u.
By calculating C/_1 and recalling that S = U-1 S*T, we see that S(x,y) = =(xs,xwyu<b(xs)l\]/(x)") for some number w. Now lim ^(xsW(x)" = lim xw(l +1 log xs | )/(l + cot x)" as x -> 0.
But this latter limit is either 0 or infinite for every choice of w,s =£ 0 and u. Therefore lim S(x,y) as x -» 0 is not a one-to-one function of y in any case, so S can not be extended to be an isomorphism between G^ and G^. We thus have distinct examples of semigroups on a half-plane of type 1. Example Il.b of [5] is an example of a semigroup of type 2. It is defined on the right half-plane {(x,y):x ^ 0}; multiplication is given by the rule Then (r,*) is a group and h~l is an isomorphism from (r,*) onto G. We shall show that for certain (¡> the operation * can be extended to T-so that (r~,*) is a semigroup of type 2 but (r-,*) is not isomorphic to G ~.
Since the one-parameter subgroups of G can be shown to have one of the two forms R, = {(x,(t -l)xlogx):x > 0} for some t > 0 or S = {(l,y): y is real }, the one-parameter subgroups of (T,*) have one of the forms P, = {(x,x(p((t -1) log x)):x > 0} or g = {(l,y): y is real }.
It turns out that we may suppose <ß(0) = 0, so Pj = {(x,0): x > 0}. Suppose T: (T,*)->G is an isomorphism. Since S and Q are the only one-parameter subgroups of (r,*) and G respectively which are closed in T and G~, T(S) = Q if T is to have an extension to T-to be an isomorphism. However, T can map Pt into any one of the groups Rt. For each (x,y) e T we can write (x,y) = (x,0)* (l,<b((l/x)(b~1(y/x))). The only isomorphisms from Q to S are of the form (l,y) -> (l,uif>~l(y)) for some u # 0. The only isomorphisms from Pf to Pt~ are of the form (x,0) -+ (x,(t -1) log x)s = (xs,sxs(t -1) log x) for some s > 0. Therefore there are numbers s,t,u, with s > 0, u ^ 0, such that T(x,y) = (x\sxs(t -l)\ogx)(l,(u/xW1 (y/x))
Obviously T can not be extended to an isomorphism of (T-,*) if lim xs_ 1 <p~l (y/x) as x -»• 0 either fails to exist or is not a one-to-one function of y. For this purpose, let <b be a homeomorphism of the reals onto themselves so that (i) d>iy) = log y if y > e, and (ii) </>( -y) = -<b(y) for all y. For such </>, the above limit fails to exist for every choice of s so that T has no extension to r~ to be one-to-one and continuous. Of course, it remains to show that the operation * can be extended to r~ so that (r~,*) is a (topological) semigroup of the desired type.
A detailed definition of * on T is the following: The operation * has now been defined for all pairs in T~. It is clear that (T-,*) will be of type 2 if indeed it is a topological semigroup. The only feature of this fact which is not immediate is the continuity of * at such points as ((0,b), (0,y)) and ((0,b), (x,y)) with x > 0. (Associativity everywhere will follow from continuity and associativity on T.)
Proof of the continuity of * involves the consideration of several cases. We take two of the more involved.
For one case, we must show that (There is a third possibility with the roles of a,v,x and x,w,a interchanged, but this need not be treated separately.) Now each of these in turn is bounded by ax log 2 max (a exp ( | v \ /x), x exp (\w\ ¡a)), which evidently has limit zero as a -* 0. This yields the desired result.
In proving that lim at<f>(a<b~ 1(v/t) + t<p~x(w¡a)) = bx as (a,w,t,v)-> (0,b,x,y) with x > 0, it is best to consider the cases b = 0 and b ± 0 separately. If b=0, one has an argument somewhat like the preceding to show that the limit is 0. If b ^ 0, there are the various combinations of the signs of b and y to consider (the case y = 0 presents no problem now since t -» x > 0). For the case b > 0, y < 0 the following inequality eventually holds and easily yields the desired conclusion :
at log (f/2) exp (w/a) ^ at<f>(a<p~l(v¡t) + t4>~í(w¡á)) g at log t exp (w¡á).
With this much of the pattern established it is straightforward to complete the proof that * is continuous at all pairs of points in T~. Therefore (r~,*) is a semigroup of type 2 which is not isomorphic to G ~.
Examples of type 3 are obtained by defining, for each a > 0 (and # 1).
(a,b)(x,y) =(ax,a"y + bx) if a,x ^ 0. u > 0} for b real. Then P0 is a one-parameter subgroup and g is the normal subgroup of G". The groups P(b) comprise the non-normal one-parameter subgroups of Gß while g is the normal one-parameter subgroup of Gß. Suppose T : Gx -* Gß is an isomorphism. Thus T(l,y) = (l,sy) for some s ^ 0, and T(P0) = P(b) for some b. Thus if (x,0)ePo, T(x,0) = (u,bu -buß) for some u.
Since (x,0)_1 = (x~\0) and (uM-bu")'1 =(u~\b/u -bjuß) we have (with f = a-l) T(l,xy) = r((x,0)(l,y)(x,0)-1) = r(x,0)(l,sy)T(x,0)-J = (l,s u'^y).
Setting y' = x'y in the previous result yields T(l,y') = (l,s1/-1y'(l/x)').
However T(l,y') = (l,sy')-Therefore up~1 = xa_1 or x = u" where !>=(£-l)/(a -1).
Substituting this in the original expression for T(x,0) yields T(x,0) = (xv,(l-x')bx") with v = (a -l)/(ß -1) and t = a -1.
Hence T(x,y) = T((x,0)(l,y/x") = (x°,(l -x<)bxv)(l,sylx°)).
If this last multiplication is carried out in Gß it is found that T(x,y) = (xv, syxw + bx" -bxßv), with v -(a. -l)/(ß -1), s # 0, w = (a -ß)/(ß -1) and' b an arbitrary real number. Such T is typical of all isomorphisms from Gx to Gß. Obviously no such function can be extended to G "to be one-to-one and continuous unless <x = ß. Thus, if a # ß, G~ and Gß are not isomorphic, yet every G~ is a semigroup of type 3.
